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Joining the Roman Army
conscribe te militem in legionibus. pervagare orbem terrarum. inveni terras
externas. cognosce miros peregrinos. eviscera eos *

B B B

Rome needs you!
In this year, ad 100, one of the first years of the reign of the emperor Marcus
Ulpius Nerva Traianus (later known as Trajan), Rome’s empire knows no
bounds. Our frontiers stretch to the deserts beyond distant Palmyra, and
across the bogs and mists of Britannia. Yet everywhere, Rome’s security
is at risk. Scheming and subversive political elements foment rebellion
within the framework of the state, wild barbarians constantly probe the
borders for weakness, and the great and jealous power of Parthia threatens
the entire East. Against these multiple dangers stand two great towers of
defence – the wisdom and energy of our emperor, and the might of the
Roman army, which, ever faithful, protects and serves the Roman people.
Never has there ever been a better time to join the Roman army. Three
generations since the emperor Augustus put it on to a professional footing,
the military system has been fine-tuned to create the deadliest and most
sophisticated fighting force the world has ever seen. Everything is organized with Roman precision, from when a raw recruit signs on, until after he
has been pensioned off (or given a decent funeral). After 40 years of being
(militarily speaking) one of the most interesting places in the empire, the
defiant Britons have been largely subdued, and the glory days of campaigning in wet socks have come to an end. Attention is turning to the
troublesome kingdom of Dacia beyond the Danube, and after that, a final
reckoning with the Parthians awaits in the desert sands of Mesopotamia.
* Join the legions, see the world, travel to foreign parts, meet interesting and
exotic people, and disembowel them.
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Marcus Ulpius Nerva Traianus,
Imperator Optimus, ruler of Rome,
master of the known world and
your commander-in-chief. Here
we see him in armour, with his
general’s red cloak draped over one
arm. Born in Hispania Baetica
(Spain) in ad 53, Trajan has been
emperor since ad 98. May his reign
be long and glorious!

joining the roman army

The army of Rome possesses the world’s most advanced and powerful
weapons and equipment, making it second to none in terms of mobility,
firepower and protection. A legionary might find his home in an army post
anywhere in the empire, where he’ll live and train to be at his best for when
the army takes the field. For the right recruit, the army can provide direction, career opportunities and a steady income for the next 25 years. This
manual will provide guidance for all of those years, from where and how
to sign up, to the complexities of training, armour and drill. It will give you
tips on surviving battle and life in camp, and finally guide you to a peaceful
and prosperous retirement when your campaigning days are done.

Who can sign up?
Without the Roman army, there would be no Rome. Being a soldier is one
of the city’s proudest traditions. Most of Rome’s emperors have been soldiers, and in the days of the Republic few politicians could face the voters
and win office if they had not already faced Rome’s enemies and won victories in the field. Romulus, Cincinnatus, Cato the Censor and Cicero all saw

The Pax Romana ‘The Roman Peace’

T

he known world is entering into a period of unprecedented peace and
prosperity which will be known to later generations as the Pax Romana.
This ‘peace’ does not mean that the legions won’t spend much of their
time killing and getting killed by enemies outside the Roman frontiers, but
within the borders of the empire there is an agreement between Rome and
her subjects that the subjects will not rebel, and in return the legionaries will
not burn down their cities and crucify the inhabitants. This policy works well,
but requires emperors to have a degree of skill and competence, like those
that Rome will be blessed with for most of the next century. Even the most
benevolent emperors discreetly let potential trouble-makers know that they
have a legion or two within pillaging distance.

A Roman recruiter, such as the man on the far right, might dream of a crush such
as this (shown here on Trajan’s column) of fresh, healthy recruits eager to sign up
for a quarter-century of service with Roman legions. Any runaway slaves or wanted
criminals in the queue can expect rejection and punishment.

military action. The men they commanded were Roman citizens, and citizens of good standing too, for the ranks of Rome’s army were – and still
are – closed against slaves, criminals and ne’er-do-wells.

B B B
No youth born from parents such as those [ne’er-do-wells] could stain
the sea with Carthaginian blood, nor throw down Pyrrhus, and mighty
Antiochus, and the terrible Hannibal. No, it was the manly progeny of rustic
soldiers, young men taught to turn the soil with Sabine spades, and to carry
staves cut from the woods at the pleasure of a strict mother.
horace odes

B B B
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So wrote the poet Horace, himself a country boy who served with the
legions. Although Horace ingloriously ended his military career by
dumping his shield and running for his life at the battle of Philippi in
42 bc, he has a point nevertheless. Roman recruits fall into three classes
– those involuntarily conscripted (lecti), those who have been induced to
volunteer in place of a conscript (vicarii) and those who really do want
to join the army (voluntarii). A steady flow of Italian voluntarii of sound
body and character turning up at the barrack gates is what every legionary
recruiting officer dreams about.
For those who are thinking of spending the next two decades or so
serving under the eagles of Rome, here is a quick checklist of what is
required.

• A height of at least 5 ft 10 in.
Remember that the Roman foot is about one third of an inch shorter than
later measures of the same name, and that exceptions may be made for
particularly sturdy-looking individuals.

• Roman citizenship

In times of total desperation slaves and foreigners have been recruited into
the legions. These are not such times. A peregrinus (non-citizen) wanting
an army career should try the auxilia. A slave trying to get into the army
will be sentenced to the mines, or even executed for his impertinence.
• Bachelor status

At this time Roman soldiers cannot be married. However, there is nothing
to stop an unhappily married man from running away to join the legions.
Roman marriage is a civil union rather than a religious sacrament, and
joining the army serves as a unilateral declaration of divorce.
• A whole and healthy body

The Roman army likes to recruit from professions such as butchers and
blacksmiths, or reapers who fancy a grimmer crop. Given the occupational hazards of such trades, the fingers on each applicant’s hand are
carefully counted. Lack of an index finger or a thumb is grounds for disqualification. There have been shameful cases in a dilectus (an emergency
levy of conscripts) of people cutting fingers off to avoid military service. If
deliberate mutilation is proven, the punishment is severe.

x B 10

• A set of male genitalia

Females and eunuchs need not apply. It’s a man’s life in the legions. Some
will be pleased to know that Trajan recently decreed that those who have
lost but a single testicle can still serve.
• Good eyesight
Tryphon, son of Dionysius … discharged by Gnaeus Vergilius Capito … for
having weak eyesight due to a cataract. Examined at Alexandria. Certificate
dated in the 12th year of Tiberius Claudius Caesar Augustus Germanicus on
29 Pharmouthi.
document relating to a release from military service on
april ad 52

24

• Good character

A past history of petty crime might be overlooked, but anyone who tries
joining up to escape prosecution for a serious offence will be summarily
ejected, as will those using the army as a means of sneaking back from
exile. At this time, service in the legions is a privilege. How well or badly a
military career starts off depends, as does so much else in Roman life, on
personal contacts. Who recommends a recruit, and on what grounds, is
crucial to that recruit’s future career.
• The letter of recommendation

This letter is an essential first step, and anyone considering joining the
army should make it his business to get as glowing a recommendation
from as high-ranking a person as possible. Letters of recommendation are a
common feature of Roman life and serve as references for a number of different circumstances. In recommending someone for the army, the writer
is putting his own personal reputation on the line. Unsurprisingly, letters of
recommendation from veteran soldiers tend to be very favourably received,
xi B 11
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Trajan decides
Pliny [Governor of Bithynia in Asia Minor] to the emperor Trajan:
The very excellent young man Sempronius Caelianus, having discovered
two slaves among the recruits, has sent them to me. But I deferred passing
sentence till I had consulted you, the restorer and upholder of military
discipline, concerning the punishment proper to be inflicted upon them.
Trajan to Pliny: Sempronius Caelianus has acted agreeably to my orders,
in sending such persons to be tried before you as appear to deserve capital
punishment. It is material, however, in the case in question, to enquire
whether these slaves enlisted themselves voluntarily, or were chosen by
the officers, or presented as substitutes for others [who were conscripted
into military service]. If they were chosen, the officer is guilty; if they are
substitutes, the blame rests with those who deputed them; but if, conscious
of the legal inabilities of their station, they presented themselves voluntarily,
the punishment must fall upon their own heads. That they are not yet
entered into any legion makes no great difference in their case; for they ought
to have given a true account of themselves immediately upon their being
approved as fit for the service.
pliny the younger letters to trajan

especially if written by one who has served with the unit the prospective
recruit wants to get into. Much also depends on how keen that unit is on
taking in new recruits at the time an application is made. According to the
satirist Juvenal, being at the right place at the right time counts for a lot.

B B B
Gallius, who can measure the benefits of a successful army career? I hope
that I am under a lucky star when the gates of the camp welcome me as a
terrified recruit. One moment of real good luck means more than a letter of
recommendation from Venus to Mars, or one from his mother Juno …
juvenal satires

B B B
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If the legion does not need recruits, the volunteer might find himself in
an auxiliary cohort, or even serving with the fleet. With a plentiful supply
of recruits, those with the best recommendations get the best jobs. ‘Hold
this letter in front of your face and imagine that it is me, in person, talking
to you’, the writer of one such letter of recommendation urges a recruiting
officer whom he evidently knows from his earlier military service.

What happens next?
Testing times

Having obtained the letter of recommendation – the first weapon a prospective recruit needs in a military career – the next step is to present
oneself for an interview, the probatio. The probatio is exactly what the name
implies. It is a test. This is conducted before the would-be legionary is
sworn in and sent to his unit. The purpose of the probatio is to make sure
that the man is who he claims to be, and also that he has a physique capable
of withstanding the demands that will be made on it over the coming
months and years. The letter of recommendation will be carefully scrutinized, and those conducting the interviews will make enquiries if they
feel the need. Consequently, those entering under false pretences (such as
Pliny’s slaves mentioned previously) might initially pass the first hurdle, but
find the slow nemesis of the Roman bureaucracy closing in on them later.
Swearing in

If the examining officer can find no fault with his prospective recruits,
he will line them up for the Military Oath. Note the capital letters. Right
until the moment he has sworn his Oath the potential recruit is a civilian,
free to come to his senses and without further consequences bolt from the
barracks like a frightened rabbit. After the Oath, he is a soldier of Caesar,
and bolting is desertion with all the terrible punishment this entails (see
Discipline p. 74). A moment’s reflection is therefore a good idea at this
point. What happens in the next few minutes will shape the next 25 years.
Or the rest of your life – whichever is shorter.
‘Step forward, recruit number one, and swear by various gods and
unbreakable oaths that you will follow your commander wherever he may
xiii B 13
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lead you. You will obey orders enthusiastically and without question. You
relinquish the protection of Roman civil law and accept the power of your
commanders to put you to death without trial for disobedience or desertion. You promise to serve under the standards for your allotted time of
duty and not to leave before your commander discharges you. You will
serve Rome faithfully, even at the cost of your life, and will respect the law
with regard to civilians and your comrades in the camp. Congratulations.
You are now a soldier of Rome. Next!’
Recruit number two may have to repeat the Oath again, but if there
are a large number of bodies to be processed, after recruit number one has
announced the full text, subsequent recruits can commit themselves by
stepping forward and announcing idem in me – ‘and the same goes for me’.

In these times signaculi are also used to identify items of property or slaves,
but it is an unwise civilian who draws the obvious inference between these
two categories and soldiers while in the presence of the latter.

Checking and tagging

Once sworn in, the legionaries are carefully identified. That is, their names
are recorded along with any moles, scars or distinctive marks by which
they may be recognized as deserters masquerading as civilians, or picked
out from among the piles of corpses on a battlefield.

B B B
C. Minucius Italus to Celsianus: … Six recruits to be entered into the
records. Names and identifying marks as follows … M. Antonius Valens/age
22/scar on right forehead/ [etc. The list of recruits continues at some length.]
Received via Priscus [rank of] singularis. Avidus Arrianus … of the Third
Cohort confirms that the original of this copy has been entered in the
records of the cohort.
oxyrhynchus papyrus

1022
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On the road

A small party of soldiers from the unit to which the new recruits are destined may be waiting to guide them to their new home, or the men may
be instructed to make their own way to it. The legion’s barracks may be a
considerable distance from the recruiting station, so the recruits receive a
viaticum – road money – to cover their expenses on the journey. If accompanied by an officer from their new unit the recruits will be expected to
hand their money over to him, as the officer will have travelled the route
before, knows the best places to stay, and can negotiate group rates for his
party. Any leftover money is deposited into the recruit’s account when he
arrives at his destination.
Individuals or groups too small to merit an escort can choose to travel
first class and arrive broke, or sleep rough and arrive with a nice little nest
egg. This is a useful introduction to legionary life. As will be seen, there are
many circumstances where it will be possible to choose between paying
for relative comfort or gritting your teeth and working on your pension.

B B B
Longinus Longus, standard-bearer of the First Lusitanian Cohort, to his
centurion Tituleius Longinus: I am in receipt of 423 denarii and 20 obols;
the said sum being monies deposited by 23 recruits arrived at this centurio on
Thoth 6 [3 September] in the 21st year of the noble Caesar,
our lord Trajan.
papyrus from egypt , ad

117

B B B
This record is item number two in the ever-growing documentation which
will accompany the legionary through his career. The records are linked to
the individual by the identifying marks described, and by the signaculum
(‘little identifier’) which the legionary now receives in a little pouch to wear
around his neck. The signaculum is a small lead tablet which serves the
soldier in the same way that ‘dog tags’ will identify members of later armies.
xiv B 14

Arrival at one’s unit is something a soldier never forgets. This is all the
family that a legionary will have for the next 25 years.
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The Prospective Recruit’s
Good Legion Guide
milites exercitati facile intellegi possunt. abundant tamen
tirones periculosi *

B B B

votes were extremely important. Next came the voters of the first class –
those who could afford heavy armour, swords and shields. Obviously these
were respectable citizens who should be listened to – not least because
possession of such military kit meant that when these citizens were upset,
the authorities could literally get the point about their complaint. Another
consequence of this style of voting was that most major issues were generally decided by the equestrians and the first class before the rabble
who brought slings and pointed sticks to battle had been given their say.
(Which, in the opinion of the first class and equestrians, was no bad thing.)
300 bc

A quick history of the Roman army
Given that Rome has been around for some 700 years, it comes as a bit
of a shock to realize that the state has had a proper professional army for
less than a fifth of that time. Before then, to find a Roman soldier you
had merely to stop any able-bodied Roman male on the street. It would
be very probable that this man had spent the last few months under arms
and returned to the city with his general – who would also be a Roman
consul – at the end of the campaigning season.
500 bc

At this time, it was much easier to be a soldier because Rome’s enemies
were local. For instance, when Rome was fighting the Etruscans of Veii,
some officers were able to pop home for supper. The campaigning season
began in spring, when the army was enrolled, and ended in autumn when
the army was disbanded so that the men could return home to help with
the harvest. Every Roman soldier was a citizen – and vice versa. When the
citizens assembled to vote for their leaders, they did so on the Field of Mars,
formed up in their centuries as the Roman army. As a rough rule of thumb,
a vote carried as much weight as the voter’s military kit. The first to vote
were the horsemen, the equestrians. Since horses are heavy, equestrian

The original basic military unit of the army was the phalanx, a solid block
of spearmen. However, this large, unmanoeuvrable unit was less than
perfect for chasing highly mobile tribesmen around the mountains of
Italy, so in the 4th century bc the army adopted the maniple. This was a
‘handful’ of men (from manus, the Latin for ‘hand’) or, more precisely,
120 men. The soldiers fought in three ranks of maniples.
The hastati were the front maniple, made up of raw soldiers inexperienced enough to be brave, and too young to value their lives. The men of
this maniple were armed with swords and what is still today the legion’s
throwing weapon of preference – the heavy, short-range spear called the
pilum.
The principes, the second maniple, did value their lives, and fought all the
more grimly because they knew from experience that victory was their
best guarantee of seeing their wives and families again. These soldiers were
armed in the same manner as the hastati, though their armour might be
better quality.

* Professionals are predictable. The world is full of dangerous amateurs.

The triarii were the back-rank maniple, and contained veterans of the
old school, fighting with the long spears of the phalanx, and who could
be counted on to hold the line if all else failed. That is why, even now,
the expression ‘it’s come to the triarii’ means that matters have become
desperate.

xvi B 16
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A full Roman army, with the
legions at the centre, the auxilia
on each flank, and the cavalry
beyond them.
Close-up of a legion,
showing three ranks of
ten maniples with the
triarii making up the
third and final line.

above Bust believed to be of Gaius
Marius. The reforms of Marius affected
not only the Roman army but also had
far-reaching and not always positive
effects on Roman history.

Reconstruction of a manipular
legion. The arrangement of the men
into compact, semi-autonomous blocks
gave the legion great flexibility which
allowed the Romans to crush enemies
such as the solid but unmanoeuvrable
Macedonian phalanx.
right

100 bc

The conservative Republican system was disrupted by the demagogic general
Gaius Marius, who was in desperate need of soldiers. At the time Rome was
fighting an expansionist war in Numidia and preparing for a defensive war
against Germanic tribes in the north. Marius abolished the property regulation and got the state to provide military equipment. He also started the
tradition of giving each legion an aquila, an eagle that represented Jupiter,
as its principal symbol. Marius formed the legions into a basic battle formation, based around the cohort, and this is how they remain today.
xviii B 18

A maniple consists of two
centuries of 60 men, with the
centurion and standard bearer
standing in front of their
respective centuries.

Although a good general, Marius often did not think through the consequences of his decisions, and his changes to the system solved shortterm problems while storing up huge trouble for the future. Once the
state started providing kit for the soldiers, the de-rustication of the army
occurred, for the legionaries were now not only recruited from peasants
but from the urban poor as well. As the city recruits had no harvests to
ixx B 19
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The cohort

C

ohorts are of six centuries each, and since centuries have dropped in
number from 100 to 80 men, this gives 480 men per cohort. Ten cohorts
of 480 men makes a legion, or 6,000 soldiers. Those seeking a billet in the pay
corps will have observed a discrepancy in the above figures. CDLXXX men
multiplied by X cohorts does not come to MMMMMM soldiers. The extra
bodies that do in fact make the number up to 6,000 are supplied by the first
cohort, which is a double-strength unit of 800 men. In fact, 6,000 men is the
very maximum including cooks and supernumeraries. In reality, the legions
are always chronically under-strength, so 4,800 is probably nearer the actual
number of men in the average legion.

the prospective recruit’s good legion guide

80 bc
The ‘state’ in this case meant the consuls who proposed the necessary legislation, and since the consuls were often beholden to – or actually were
– the generals who had just completed a successful campaign, the soldiers started to look to their general to make arrangements for their postmilitary career. As political life in Italy grew more troubled, the generals became ever more important. With the threat of civil war looming,
politicians rapidly discovered the wisdom of not annoying large numbers
of freshly unemployed individuals who had considerable experience of
heavy-duty combat. Getting their veteran troops peacefully retired onto
a good patch of land became a priority for generals such as Sulla and
Pompey, not least because by doing so the generals earned the gratitude of
their veterans. And if the need arose, these veterans were generally willing
to take up the sword again to repay the favour.

B B B
come home to, many simply stayed under arms, re-enrolling year after
year. This suited their generals, since Rome had started campaigning in
distant places such as Greece and Spain. (To make sure that each year’s
army had reached the war zone by the start of the campaigning season, the
beginning of the year was moved back to January, where it has remained
ever since.) The problem came when, after about two decades of signing
up every year, soldiers grew too old for service, and not unnaturally looked
to the state for their pension.

I am Spurius Ligustinus, of the Tribe Crustumina, and I come from Sabine
stock. My father left me half an acre of land and the little hut in which I was
born and brought up. I am still living there today … I have completed 22
years of service in the army, and I am now over 50 years old. But even if
I had not completed my service, and if my age did not give me exemption,
it would still be right for me to be discharged.

B B B
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suetonius life of augustus

26

B B B
31 bc

B B B

livy history of rome

He [Octavian] seized the consulship when he was 20. He quartered his
legions menacingly close to the city [Rome], and sent messengers in the
name of the army to demand the consulship for himself. When the Senate
hesitated, the leader of the deputation, a centurion called Cornelius,
presumptuously threw back his cloak to reveal the hilt of his sword.
He informed the Senate that ‘this will make him consul, if you will not’.

42.34

The political crisis came to a head in the 18 years between 49 and 31 bc,
when the armies of Pompey fought those of Caesar, and then Octavian
(later Augustus) fought Mark Antony. (For details of the great interRoman triumviral knock-out competitions known as the Civil Wars, the
histories of Appian are recommended.) It is estimated that almost half a
million men were called to arms in this 18-year period of civil strife. Even
allowing for attrition of about 50 per cent through death, retirement or
desertion along the way, this still left about 60 legions in service. Apart
from those soldiers on duty elsewhere in the empire, 47 legions turned up
xxi B 21
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Silver denarius of Mark Antony issued just before the
battle of Actium, and presciently featuring a trireme
rigged for battle. Though more legions were present
at Actium than at any other time in Roman history,
many of the soldiers were mere spectators while the
fate of the empire was decided at sea.

for the climax of the civil wars at the battle of Actium in 31 bc. Here
Octavian fought Mark Antony and Cleopatra for mastery of the known
world. When the smoke cleared, the last man standing was Octavian who,
on adding Antony’s men to his own forces, inherited one of the largest
armies the world has ever seen.

The Augustan Settlement
Despite the many advantages of an ultra-large army, there was one
insuperable flaw: The Roman state could not afford it. Even now, over
100 years later, the maintenance of the army is the largest drain on the
treasury – in fact this expense, together with building operations such as
roads (which are often done by the army anyway), is larger than all other
government expenses put together. Octavian had to slim down the army
quickly, and disband about 100,000 or so men in such a way that they did
not resent their dismissal.
The solution was typical of Rome’s shrewdest politician. Octavian was
decisive, ruthless and effective. He simply took the land from well-off
Italian communities and gave it to the ex-soldiers. There was considerable
distress among the Italian peoples, but as the usurpers were ex-military, it
would have been very unwise of them to protest too vigorously. Horace,
the soldier-turned-poet mentioned above (p. 9), wrote his early poetry in
bitter denunciation of the suffering that the settlement had caused in his
home town. However, like many others, he was gradually converted into a
pro-government stalwart by the benefits of the imperial peace.
It also helped that many of the soldiers now being stood down were
conscripts eager to go home. Furthermore, the conquest of Egypt allowed
xxii B 22
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Octavian to give a cash bonus to those who did not want land, either in
Italy or in the colonies which the imperial government planted abroad.
Rome went from having 60 legions under arms to 28, at a short term cost
of hundreds of millions of sesterces, but at a huge long-term saving.
After ad 6, the issue of settling soldiers after their retirement was put
onto its present basis by the establishment of the Aerarium Militare, the
Military Treasury. Augustus (as Octavian now styled himself) initiated the
fund by paying 170 million sesterces of his own money into the pot, and
thereafter insisted that the citizens of Rome keep the fund going through
involuntary contributions, paid via a sales tax of one per cent on auctions,
and five per cent on death duties (there is also a general two per cent tax for
the Roman treasury – and, as we have seen, the army also gets a lot of this).
It would not be correct to say that Augustus took a semi-professional
army of citizen-soldiers and reorganized it into a regular standing army,
because the processes which created the Roman army of his day had been
developing since before the time of Julius Caesar. However, Augustus
certainly tidied things up and formalized arrangements, and the army he
left after his death is recognizably the army of ad 100.
It was Augustus who fixed the term of service at 20 years (soon extended
to 25), and who banned soldiers from getting married during this time. It
is also thanks to Augustus’ arrangements that a soldier being discharged
can look forward to a pension that is the equivalent of about 14 years’ pay.

Which legion?
Bear in mind that legions mostly recruit from their own catchment area,
which tends to be the province they are stationed in. Therefore, a recruit
looking for a particular billet needs to make sure that he enrols in the right
place. So here’s a quick guide to which legion goes where, with some comments on each legion’s history. Life would be much simpler if the legions
started with Legion I and worked their way up to Legion XXVIII, but
history has put a number of kinks into this tidy arrangement.
First, even before the Augustan settlement, troubled times had meant
that some legions had been in continuous existence long enough to
develop their own identity and traditions. Some of these had been on Mark
xxiii B 23
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Antony’s side, and had surrendered only on the condition that the legion
remained intact. This is why Legions X, XIII and XIV all have the name
Gemina, meaning ‘twin’. They are the result of amalgamations such as
when an Augustan and Antonine legion of the same number were jammed
together to form a single unit.
Anyone wanting to join Legions XVII, XVIII or XIX will need to take
a dagger and kill himself in the gloomy depths of the Teutoburg forest in
Germany, where these legions were wiped out in ad 9 in an ambush by the
renegade Arminius. The numbers have never been used again, though the
army was brought up to strength by Caligula’s creation of two fresh legions
called XV Primigenia and XXII Primigenia in ad 39. The name ‘Primigenia’
is probably a reference to Fortuna Primigenia, whom some believe to be
Jupiter’s first-born daughter. XV Primigenia surrendered to the enemy in
ad 69 and was disbanded in disgrace along with several others. (Read the
works of the historian Tacitus for the story of the revolts and wars of this
period, which saw several legions wiped off the legionary list in disgrace.)
In about ad 66, Nero planned an expedition to conquer the area
around the Caspian Sea, and added I Italica to the legion list – ‘Italica’
because the recruits were all Italians. Then with civil war brewing in ad
68, Nero needed a bit more military support and raised another legion by
re-employing sailors from the fleet at Misenum (p. 45), which became
I Adiutrix (‘Supportive’).
The army list of ad 100, after disasters and disbandments, recruiting
and reconstituting, reads like this:
I Adiutrix

I Minerva

A good motto for this legion
would be ubique – everywhere. The
legion has served in Italy, Dalmatia
and Moesia. Its soldiers can look
forward to some hard fighting
under the imperial standards in the
coming Dacian and Parthian wars.

The name tells us that this
legion was raised by the emperor
Domitian, who adopted Minerva
as his patron goddess. This new
legion, less than 20 years old, has
been fighting in the same region
as I Adiutrix, and has the same
expectation of battles to come.
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II Adiutrix
This is a legion, like I Adiutrix,
originally made up of ex-sailors.
This time the legion was formed
by Vespasian to help in his struggle
to become emperor. The legion
plunged straight into battle in the
Rhineland and then in Britain.
After fighting in Wales and
Scotland, it moved to the Dacian
borders, and was soundly beaten
by the warriors of that aggressive
kingdom. Now stationed at
Singidunum (Belgrade), it does
much of its recruiting locally. An
officer to watch from this legion is
young Publius Aelius Hadrianus
(Hadrian), who is tipped to have a
stellar career.

II Augusta
Originally Spanish, this legion has
been in Britain since ad 43. The
legion is now making the best of
the British climate at Isca Dumnonia
(Exeter) and is expected to be
there for some time. The legion’s
emblem is Capricorn, indicating it
was reconstituted by Augustus who
was born under that sign.
III Augusta

Changing the sign of Capricorn
for Pegasus, the winged horse,
transports you across the empire
to the far sunnier climes of Africa.
There is not a lot of fighting here,
apart from occasional skirmishes
with the desert horsemen of the
Berbers, but the dates are good,
both in terms of the fruit and
assignations with local girls.

Both Capricorn and
Pegasus, symbols of the II
and III Augusta respectively,
adorn this plaque of the
Legio II Augusta. Many
legions had an animal
symbol, with the Gallic
bull symbolizing those
that served under Julius
Caesar. The symbol of the
Praetorian Guard was a
scorpion.
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III Cyrenaica
If you fancy the exotic land of the
pyramids, look for a billet here,
though be warned, once you
have seen one sphinx you have
seen them all. There are rumours
that if the planned annexation of
Arabia goes ahead the legion might
see action instead of the usual
fare of heat, flies and boredom,
leavened with excitement when
the Jews, Greeks and Egyptians
of Alexandria have another go
at destroying their city and each
other.

The legion was an early and loyal
supporter of Octavian during
the grim years before he became
Augustus. During the civil war of
ad 69 this legion struggled manfully
to contain the restive German
tribes, but later was distinctly
lacklustre against fellow legionaries
who defected to the enemy. Now
with the name ‘Felix’, one assumes
that the ‘happy’ or ‘fortunate’ part
of its title refers to the legion’s
success in avoiding disbandment
for lack of effort.

III Gallicia

A legion originally raised by Mark
Antony from the peoples north of
the Black Sea (hence the name).
Switching its loyalty to Augustus
after Actium, the legion adopted
Augustus’ symbol of Capricorn
as its emblem. As with Legio
XII Fulminata, its soldiers were
defeated by both the Jews and the
Parthians in the 60s, and the men
are not considered prime combat
material. The emperor Vespasian,
if pushed, would bashfully admit
to serving with this legion when
young. Its soldiers have an excellent
reputation as road-builders.

Despite its Gallic origins, this
legion can be found in Syria.
Those fighting under the standard
of the bull can look eastward
to wars with the Parthians, and
westward in confident expectation
of yet another rebellion in Judaea.
Recommended for those who like
their military service to be lively –
and deadly.
IV Flavia Felix
Originally called Macedonica, this
legion was renamed by Vespasian.
As its bull emblem testifies, it was
formed by Caesar. (Caesar’s legions
fought in Gaul, and the bull may be
associated with a Gallic Bull‑God.)

IV Scythica
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V Macedonica
A legion that knows how to pick its
enemies. It has fought barbarians
all over the northeast of the empire,
with a brief excursion to Judaea
for the Jewish War of ad 68. It is a
firm favourite to be in the front line
for the coming Dacian campaign,
and has already been fighting off
Dacian incursions together with
II Adiutrix. Another legion with a
bull emblem.
VI Ferrata (The Ironclads)

After helping to put Vespasian on
the imperial throne in ad 70, this
unit has gone east. It is currently on
the banks of the Euphrates river,
and may either join III Cyrenaica
in Arabia, or be pulled back to hold
down Judaea. Or both. In any case,
another legion with interesting
times ahead of it.
VI Victrix (The Victorious)

Currently at Vetera on the Rhine,
where it took over from Flavia
Felix (née Macedonica) and
other legions which terminally
embarrassed themselves by
defecting to the enemy during the
wars of ad 69–70. Mainly garrison
duties, combined with taking on
the Germans in minor raids, either
as instigators or defenders. Every

now and then the general in charge
of the Rhineland develops imperial
ambitions, so a quick trip to Rome
is an additional possibility.
VII Gemina

The most famous alumnus is the
current emperor, Trajan, who
was legionary legate in ad 89.
This legion is ‘Gemina’ as it is
an amalgam of the disgraced
I Germanica, and VII Hispania.
The Hispanic part has not moved
far from home. Still stationed in
Iberia, one of the empire’s most
peaceful provinces, recruits to
this legion can look forward to
the occasional patrol for bandits,
garrison duty and pioneering the
art of the siesta. This legion will stay
in place so long that it will give its
name to the town of Le(gi)on.
VII Claudia

This legion cut its teeth more than
150 years ago fighting under Julius
Caesar in Gaul. In the event of civil
war this is the legion to watch, as
it has invariably supported the
winner. Its legionaries fought for
Caesar against Pompey in Spain
and at Pharsalus, and for Caesar’s
successor Octavian at Philippi. The
legion was in Dalmatia in ad 42
and suppressed a rebellion there,
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earning the name Pia Claudia
Fidelis – ‘faithful and true’. The
legion backed Vespasian for
emperor, and was instrumental
in winning the battle of Cremona
for him in ad 69. It is expected to
be at the spearhead of the coming
Dacian campaign.

moved from Lindum (Lincoln) to
Eboracum (York). In many years
time this unit will transfer out of
Britain with so little fuss that many
will wonder what became of it, and
it will go into legend as ‘the lost
legion’.

VIII Augusta

After moving around the eastern
Mediterranean, this legion is now
stationed at Hierosolyma, the city
the Romans established on the
smoking ruins of Jerusalem after
the rebellion of ad 66–68. A good
posting for insensitive types who
do not mind the locals spitting
on their shadow as they walk by.
Titus, the general at the time,
ended up with a Jewish princess as
a girlfriend. Local garrison troops
should not expect such luck, but
at least you have the emperor’s
sympathy. Trajan’s father
commanded a legion here during
the revolt, and so Trajan knows
what the soldiers have to deal with.

This long-established legion is one
of the army’s best-kept secrets. Like
VII Claudia it is a former Caesarian
legion, and it is currently stationed
at Argentoratum (Strasbourg).
While some are appalled at the
idea of those in charge of a panEuropean empire doing very little
apart from enjoying the local
cuisine and wines, others feel it is a
small price to pay for the prevailing
peace and tranquillity.
IX Hispania

The legion’s unofficial motto is
‘don’t mention Boudicca’. The
British warrior queen gave this
legion a severe mauling in her
rebellion of ad 60–61, and some
of the more sensitive veterans are
still reputed to go all faint at the
sight of woad. Currently the major
enemy of the legion is rheumatism
caused by the British damp. With
the island at peace, the legion has

X Fretensis

X Gemina

Originally one of Caesar’s legions
(and one which invaded Britain
with him in ad 55), this legion was
re-formed for the civil wars by
the triumvir Lepidus, but quickly
transferred its support to Augustus.
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Desperate times at Castra Vetera

M

any legions would like to forget their inglorious role in the civil wars
and revolts of ad 69–70, and none more so than those in the debacle
at Castra Vetera (Xanten). The Batavians, a tribe living along the Rhine, rose
in rebellion led by one of their commanders, a Roman citizen called Julius
Civilis. (The Romans had recently executed his brother so Civilis had a right
to be bitter.) The legions V Alaudae, XVI Gallica and XV Primigenia failed
to suppress the revolt. Eventually IV Macedonica and XXII Primigenia were
drawn in along with I Germanica.
V Alaudae and XV Primigenia were besieged in the legionary camp of
Castra Vetera, and defected to Civilis. I Germanica and XVI Gallica came
marching to the rescue, but ended up surrendering as well. It took a large
proportion of what remained of the Roman army to sort out the subsequent
mess. In the eventual settlement XV Primigenia was disbanded outright.
Threatened with the same fate, V Alaudae survived, only to be taken apart
later by the Dacians. XVI Gallica and IIII Macedonica were renamed as XVI
Flavia Firma, and IV Flavia Felix and I Germanica was merged with Legio VII
to become as VII Gemina.

After a relaxing spell in Spain, it
has recently found itself in the
Rhineland. A good posting for
anyone interested in carpentry, as
the legion is currently battling with
saw and mattock to build forts and
dikes along the frontier.
XI

Officially another Pia Claudia
Fidelis, this is pretty much
an anonymous workhorse of

a legion. Stationed in Vindonissa
(in Switzerland), then Dalmatia,
it marched on Italy to help put
Vespasian on the throne, and a
year later went north to sort out
the mess caused by the defection
to the enemy of Macedonica, XV
Primigenia et al. in ad 70. Currently
in the Balkans, Legion XI will
probably take over garrison duty in
Pannonia after the fighting legions
move into Dacia.
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XII Fulminata
(The Thunderbolts)

A legion that lives well below
the expectations suggested by its
thunderbolt symbol. Its members
failed to conquer Armenia in
ad 62, and surrendered to the
Parthians, before then going on
to lose their eagle to Jewish rebels

in ad 66. After spending a while in
eastern Cappadocia (Turkey) in
the hope that nothing dangerous
would come near it, this legion has
transferred east to the Euphrates.
XIII Gemina

Yet another of the Gemini clan, this
time with the symbol of a lion. Its
proudest moment was in crossing
the Rubicon with Caesar to kick off
the civil wars of 49 bc. Reformed
by Augustus, this legion has been
stationed in the Danube region
almost ever since. It did briefly
head for Italy, fighting alongside
VII Claudia to help make Vespasian
emperor in ad 69, but basically its
members are Dacian fighters par
excellence.
XIV Gemina

Suppression of rebellions a
speciality. This legion took part
in the invasion of Britain in ad 43.
It became the emperor Nero’s

Gnaeus Musius who joined the legions
at the age of 17 and died aged 32 after
serving 15 years. He was the standard
bearer of Legio XIV Gemina and proudly
displays the insignia on his shield,
his standard and the torques he was
awarded. The memorial was erected by
his brother, a centurion.
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favourite by defeating Boudicca in
ad 61, and received the title ‘Martia
Victrix’ as a reward. Moving to
Germany, it helped to restore order
after the troubles of ad 70. The only
time it chose the wrong side was in
supporting the imperial ambitions
of the rebel governor, Saturninus,
in ad 89. It is currently transferring
to Vindobona (Vienna), though
some detachments are preparing to
join the Dacian campaign.
XV Apollinaris

Named after Apollo, the patron god
of its founder Augustus, Apollinaris
is from the region of Vindobona
that XIV Gemina is moving into.
XV Apollinaris saw some hard
fighting in the Jewish rebellion,
and is now preparing to put the
Parthians to the test.

will have a chance to redeem itself
in the coming Dacian campaign.
This gap is in memory of
those legions destroyed in
the Teutoburg forest in ad 9
and never reconstituted.
Resquiescant in pace.

XX Valeria Victrix

‘Valour Victorious’ is the motto of
this legion, which is now resting
on its laurels after a successful
campaign against the Caledonians.
Making up a third of the British
legions (Britain has more garrisons
for its size than anywhere else in the

XVI Flavia Firma

Another of the victims of the
debacle of ad 70, it is to be hoped
that ‘Firm for the Flavians’ does
better than it did in its previous
incarnation as XVI Gallicia, which
meekly surrendered to the enemy.
The reconstituted legion was then
stationed in Syria – and suspects
rightly that this exile was intended
as punishment of its mainly Gallic
troops by Vespasian. The legion

The boar of Legio XX. The boar was a Celtic
battle symbol, but the shape of the baked clay
on which it is displayed shows that this was a
tile antefix from the legion pottery, designed
to stop the wind from getting under the
curved roof tiles of barrack buildings.
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empire, including Judaea, which is
saying something), Valeria Victrix
has a good reputation and no
fighting in prospect. It is likely to
be in Britain for a while.
XXI Rapax

The ‘predators’ successfully
supported Vespasian in ad 69, and
then backed the wrong horse in
ad 89 when they were spectacularly
unsuccessful in a rebellious attempt
to make their provincial governor
Saturninus emperor of Rome.
They are currently garrisoning the
lower Danube, and can expect to
be there for a decade or two more
until they have lived down their
embarrassment.
XXII Deiotariana

Has the distinction of being nonRoman in origin, being formed
from two legions raised by the
Galatian king Deiotarus and

constituted along Roman lines.
This was so successful an imitation
of a Roman force that Augustus
incorporated it into the real
thing. Like VII Gemina/Hispania,
Deiotariana has not moved far
from its roots, and is currently
with III Cyrenaica brushing up its
anti‑riot skills in Alexandria.
XXII Primigenia

A legion which consistently picked
the wrong side in the civil wars of
ad 69, and then returned, somewhat
chastened, to the business of
garrisoning the Rhine frontier. This
is a legion of hardened German
fighters who have been at it for the
last three generations. They picked
up the title Pia Fidelis, ‘loyal and
faithful’, for helping the emperor
Domitian defeat the usurper
Saturninus. A good choice for
those who like to do one thing (kill
Germans), but do it well.
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